We use a formal recurrence relation approach to multiple parton scattering to find the complete solution to the problem of medium-induced gluon emission from partons propagating in cold nuclear matter. The differential bremsstrahlung spectrum, where Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal destructive interference effects are fully accounted for, is calculated for three different cases: (1) a generalization of the incoherent Bertsch-Gunion solution for asymptotic on-shell jets, (2) initial-state energy loss of incoming jets that undergo hard scattering and (3) final-state energy loss of jets that emerge out of a hard scatter. Our analytic solutions are given as an infinite opacity series, which represents a cluster expansion of the sequential multiple scattering. These new solutions allow, for the first time, direct comparison between initial-and final-state energy loss in cold nuclei. We demonstrate that, contrary to the naive assumption, energy loss in cold nuclear matter can be large. Numerical results to first order in opacity show that, in the limit of large jet energies, initial-and final-state energy losses exhibit different path length dependences, linear versus quadratic, in contrast to earlier findings. In addition, in this asymptotic limit, initial-state energy loss is considerably larger than final-state energy loss. These new results have significant implications for heavy ion phenomenology in both p+A and A+A reactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-Abelian final-state medium-induced radiative energy loss in the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) is the best studied many-body perturbative QCD (pQDC) application for high energy nuclear collisions. Several theoretical approaches that address this question have been well documented in recent reviews [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . In contrast, initial-state energy loss in cold nuclear matter, pertinent to hard jet and particle production in protonnucleus (p+A) and nucleus-nucleus (A+A) collisions, has not been studied so far.
Strong motivation for in-depth investigation of cold nuclear matter energy loss comes from the finding that at most 1/2 of the forward rapidity suppression in d+Au collisions measured at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [6, 7] can be accounted for by leading twist [8] or high twist [9] shadowing calculations that take into account constraints from deep inelastic scattering (DIS) on nuclei. Moreover, at much lower center of mass energies at the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), a similar forward rapidity suppression is established and shown to not be compatible with shadowing calculations [10] .
Energy loss for asymptotic t = ±∞ on-shell jets that do not undergo hard scattering was discussed in [11] for nuclear matter of extent L ∼ r 0 = 1.2 fm. It has been argued that the inclusion of the Landau-PomeranchukMigdal (LPM) destructive interference effect [12, 13] for this regime, in the approximation of infinitely large number of soft scatterings, leads to negligible ∆E rad , 1/3 of the magnitude of final-state energy loss [3] . Finalstate energy loss in cold nuclei [1] was found to have the * Electronic address: ivitev@lanl.gov same qualitative behavior as final-state energy loss in the QGP, though much smaller in magnitude and with possible relevance to suppressed hadron production in semiinclusive DIS. None of these regimes can yield significant and phenomenologically relevant contribution to cold nuclear matter attenuation at collider energies.
Thus, the primary purpose of this manuscript is to derive and properly compare the Bertsch-Gunion, initialand final-state energy loss in cold nuclei. The dominant contribution to ∆E rad can then be used in heavy ion QCD phenomenology [14] . The secondary goal of this paper is to clarify the principle difference between radiative and collisional [15, 16] energy loss in cold/hot nuclear matter. Recent studies have made comparisons between ∆E rad and ∆E col , emphasizing a deep LPM cancellation regime, which is not representative of the process of radiative energy loss. In addition, different and often incompatible formalisms are used in such comparisons.
We start by recalling the energy loss results for electrodynamics (QED) [17] . Consider medium of atomic density ρ = N/V . Each atom has Z electrons of electric charge e and mass m. An incident particle with electric charge ze and mass M , E = γM , p = βγM , undergoes multiple Coulomb scattering in such a medium. Its collisional energy loss per unit length, including momentum transfers down to the mean excitation energy of the electrons ω , is given by:
In Eq. (1) B q = 2γ 2 β 2 m/ ω and in the high energy limit, ln B q ≫ β 2 , we have neglected a small correction to the large logarithm related to the relativistic electron spin. The physics behind collisional energy loss is the energy, ∆E col (Q 2 ), transfered to the medium by the incident fast particle. Thus, one expects little dependence on the mass of the the incident particle, M , but strong dependence on the mass of the target scatterers, m. It is evident from Eq. (1) that collisional energy loss grows at most logarithmically with the energy of the incident particle, E, and linearly with the size of the medium, L.
On the other hand, the radiative energy loss per unit length is given by [17] :
where λ = λ(M, γ, ω s ) may also depend on the screening of the target electric charge via the characteristic frequency ω s . Radiative energy loss arises from the acceleration of the incident particle, which allows for emission of real photons. Thus, one expects that there will be significant dependence on the particle mass, M . Emitted photons naturally carry a fraction of the incident particle energy, implying that radiative energy loss is proportional to E or, equivalently, γ. Both features are easily seen in Eq. (2) and ∆E rad grows linearly with L.
By comparing Eqs. (1) and (2) one observes that in the high energy regime ∆E rad ≫ ∆E col . Thus, for ultrarelativistic particles radiative energy loss is the dominant mechanism of momentum attrition. As we will show below, the same energy dependence of ∆E rad is characteristic of QCD energy loss. It is only in the deep LPM regime for final-state energy loss that the energy dependence of ∆E rad is reduced to logarithmic. Since this is a very specific case, care should be taken to evaluate collisional energy loss in the same model of momentum transfers with the medium to the same power in the expansion in 1/p + .
This paper is organized as follows: in Section II we review the recursive approach to multiple parton scattering in both cold and hot nuclear matter, formulated in [18, 19] . We use final-state energy loss as an example. Next, we derive to all orders in opacity the two new solutions for the radiative non-Abelian energy loss of incoming partons that may or may not undergo hard scattering that produces high-p T or high-E T particles or jets. Section III contains a detailed numerical study to first order in opacity of the three different energy loss regimes. We identify initial-state energy loss as the dominant cold nuclear matter ∆E rad contribution, relevant to p+A and A+A collider phenomenology. A summary and discussion of our results is given in Section VI. Appendixes contain useful kinematic simplifications, which allow for the derivation of the all-orders in opacity solutions given here. Explicit brute force calculations to second order in opacity of the new Bertsch-Gunion and initial-state ∆E rad are also shown for the purpose of validating the general results. Three distinct cases of medium-induced bremsstrahlung are illustrated: 1) Bertsch-Gunion case of t = −∞, t = +∞ on-shell jets; 2) initial-state energy loss in the nucleus followed by a large Q 2 process, resulting in the production of high-pT or high-ET particles and jets; 3) final-state energy loss in the nucleus, after a hard scatter.
Bertsch-Gunion

II. RECURSIVE METHOD FOR OPACITY EXPANSION
For radiative processes in QCD, including mediuminduced bremsstrahlung, it is important to keep track of the evolution of the gluon transverse momentum k in a plane perpendicular to the direction of jet propagation [11] . Such a k may arise from single hard or multiple soft scattering. The acceleration of the color charges in the 2D transverse plane generates color currents whose detailed interference pattern determines the strength of the non-Abelian Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal [12, 13] effect. Let us denote by:
the Hard, Cascade, and Bertsch-Gunion propagators in the transverse momentum space [18, 19] . Another important quantity, which enters the bremsstrahlung spectrum, is the formation time of the gluon, τ f , at the radiation vertex. When compared to the separation between the scattering centers ∆z j = z j − z j−1 , which can fluctuate up to the size of the medium L, it determines the degree of coherence present in the multiple scattering process. We introduce the following notation [18, 19] :
We note that in calculating the amplitudes for the gluon emission, propagators of the type Eq. (3) -Eq. (6) come with a factor −2ig s ǫ ⊥ ·(· · ·) that we don't write explicitly, see Appendix A. Similarly, at the level of squared ampli-
For physical quantities, this leaves us with the product of the 2D propagators in the amplitude and its conjugate.
A. Constructing the reaction operator
In the limit of high energy parton propagation in matter, multiple interactions are path ordered. The leading nuclear-size-enhanced contribution, ∝ L/λ, to the modification of such partonic systems arises from two gluon exchanges with the strongly interacting constituents of the medium, as shown in Fig. 2 . Unitarization of multiple scattering requires inclusion of three distinct cuts in the Feynman diagrams and is also illustrated. We note that n > 2 gluon exchanges in the region of local color neutralization 1/µ ≪ λ will lead to higher order, ∝ α n−2 , corrections to the in-medium scattering, which are not nuclear size-enhanced. These are absorbed in the mean free path λ for phenomenological applications. It is understood that all possible ways of attaching the momentum exchanges to the constituent partons of the propagating system should be considered, which increases the complexity of the calculation with the number of constituents. In the simplest case of single parton propagation, one can describe its transverse momentum diffusion due to the random walk in nuclear matter [20] . Recently, the dissociation of heavy mesons in the QGP has been calculated by applying this general approach to asystem [21] . Finally, the same classes of diagrams, shown in Fig. 2 , were used to calculate direct photon and dilepton emission to first order in opacity [22] .
For the purpose of this paper, we are interested in a two-parton, jet+gluon, system propagation. The problem of radiative energy loss in QCD is more complicated than meson dissociation due to the multiple possibilities for the location of the gluon emission vertex in the many-body scattering. We first review [18] the construction of the reaction operator, illustrated in Fig. 2 . Let A i1···in (x, k; c) be the amplitude when n correlated interactions between the system and the medium may have already occurred. Here, x = k + /p + and k are the kinematic variables and c ≡ T c is the color matrix associated with the radiative gluon. For each scattering center the system may: not interact; interact via a single-Born scattering; or interact via double-Born scattering. These correspond to the three possible cuts when an amplitude times its conjugate amplitude are considered. Therefore, the SU(3) color and kinematic modifications that arise from in-medium scattering at position z m are represented by the operators:
Thus, starting with an initial condition G 0 (x, k; c), which can be the vacuum radiation associated with the hard scattering of the parton or the lack of such radiation for asymptotic on-shell jets [18, 19] , we can construct the amplitude as follows:
In Eq. (13) δ i,im are the Kronecker symbols and the indexes i m keep track of which type of interaction, Eqs. (10), (11) and (12), has occurred. The conjugate amplitudeĀ i1···in (x, k; c) is then uniquely defined since no interaction is accompanied by a double-Born term, a single-Born interaction is accompanied by a single-Born term, and a double-Born interaction is accompanied by the unit term, see Fig. 2 :
In Eq. (14) the operators act to the left. The contribution to the cross section arising from n correlated interactions can then be written as follows:
. . . . . . 
= Tr
From Eq. (15) we can identify the reaction operator,
as the basic input in this iterative approach to multiple scattering. Clearly, to obtain the contribution from any number, n, of correlated interactions to the cross section (or the radiative gluon differential distribution) one has to:
1. Understand the structure of the direct and virtual operators,D n andV n . The unit operator1 is trivial.
2. Construct the reaction operator, Eq. (16).
3. Identify the relevant initial condition for the problem at hand,
4. Solve the recurrence relation with this initial condition.
We first consider the action of the direct operatorD n at position z n on an amplitude with n − 1 correlated scatterings. In this case, there is a single momentum transfer q i in the amplitude and the same momentum transfer due to δ 2 (q i −q ′ i ) in the conjugate amplitude [18] , see Appendix A. The result of such action on A i1···in−1 can be represented as:
The first term in Eq. (17) corresponds to a momentum exchange with the energetic jet. In the high energy limit terms of the type p − ∼ ( i q i ) 2 /p + are suppressed and we do not keep track of the transverse modification of the parent parton. Such interaction corresponds to an additional color factor a n . The second term in Eq. (17) arises from the momentum transfer q n to the radiative gluon, which cannot be neglected since the typical k ∼ i q i . If the gluon emerges with momentum k after the momentum transfer, in the amplitude A i1···in−1 it has momentum k − q n . The interference phases e i(ω0−ωn)zn arise from the difference in the longitudinal momentum components before and after the the gluon interaction. Finally, if the gluon is represented by color matrix c, in the amplitude A i1···in−1 color is rotated as follows,
In addition to the above modifications to existing diagrammatic contributions for the amplitude with n − 1 scattering centers, the acceleration at position z n acts as a source of a new color current, B n , with a phase factor e iω0zn . Thus, the last term in Eq. (17) represents the diagrammatic contributions where the gluon is emitted immediately before or after the scattering center. In the former case, the gluon may also interact with this center.
The parent parton has a cumulative color factor
In the opacity expansion approach there is a unique relation between the color factors in the amplitude and its conjugate:
where C R is the quadratic Casimir in the fundamental or adjoint representations for quark or gluon parent partons, respectively. We denote by N v andN v the number of double-Born interactions in the amplitude and its conjugate:
and note that from a multinomial decomposition of zero we have: The factor (−1/2)
Nv arises from the symmetry in the two gluon legs at the same location z m and from the fact that when both momentum exchanges are in the amplitude or its conjugate we have i 2 = (−i) 2 = −1. To summarize, for the medium-induced radiative problem in QCD, the single-Born or direct interaction can be represented as follows:
Here,Ŝ
. It is implicit that the color rotation, yielding [c, a n ], is of the appropriate color matrix not shown explicitly in Eq. (25) . The additional Bertsch-Gunion operator reads:
Next, we consider the double-Born interaction of the jet at position z n , as shown in Fig. 4 . In this case there are two equal and opposite momentum transfers q i in the amplitude (or the conjugate amplitude) due to δ 2 (q i + q ′ i ) [18] , see Appendix A. The modification of the amplitude A i1···in−1 (x, k; c) is found to be:
The first term in Eq. (27) corresponds to the case when both momentum exchanges are with the parent parton or the radiative gluon. In this case there is no net momentum transfer, no additional phase factors arise and the two color matrices yield the quadratic Casimirs C R and C A . The factor (−1/2) was discussed above. The second term in Eq. (27) represents the situation where one of the gluon legs is attached to the jet and one to the bremsstrahlung gluon. Since there are two possible combinations 2 × (−1/2) = −1 . The shift in the transverse momentum k → k − q n , the phase factor e i(ω0−ωn)zn and the color rotation if cand d, i.e. c → [c, a n ], are all the same as in the second term in Eq. (17) . The difference is that the interaction with the parent parton gives an additional color factor a n . Finally, parts of the diagrams where a gluon is emitted immediately before or after the interaction point z n are combined in the last term in Eq. (27) . This term is identical to the last term in Eq. (17), except for the color factor since we have carried out the simplification a n [c, a n ] = −(C A /2)c. The additional (−1) arises from the last two gluon exchanges at z n . In summary, the double-Born interaction at z n can be implemented by the following operator
and is clearly not linearly independent of the single-Born term, Eq. (27) . Now, we can proceed and construct the reaction operatorR n to relate the n th order in opacity gluon emission "probability" distribution P n (x, k) to the probability at (n − 1) st order. We express the reaction operator in Eq. (16) as follows:
gives a homogeneous contribution to the functional recurrence relation:
The second term does not contribute beyond first order in opacity, n = 1, sincē
For this proof we used Eq. (20) , and the identity (23).
For n = 1, however, the C R C A |B 1 | 2 contribution to P n−1 (x, k) survives. Finally, the non-diagonal term in Eq. (29) reads:
where we have used Eqs. (25) and (26). Writing explicitly the expression for I n−1 and representing the (n − 1) th step in this iteration via theŜ n−1 andB n−1 operators we obtain:
In Eq. (34) the term proportional toB n−1 A i1···in−2 vanishes for n > 2. The proof, up to an insignificant difference in color factors, is again based on the multinomial decomposition of zero, Eq. (23). From Eqs. (30) and (33), the basic iteration step for the full solution of the problem of medium induced gluon radiation can be written as follows:
The inhomogeneous term in Eq. (35) is expressed as:
which is a direct consequence of Eq. (34). We emphasize that each radiative problem yields a different solution, related to the boundary condition G 0 (x, k; c). For final-state radiation this initial condition is given by the bremsstrahlung associated with the hard scattering of incoming partons. This case has been considered in detail in Ref. [18] as the first complete application of the GLV approach. Explicit solution to all orders in the correlation between multiple scattering centers, suitable for further analytic approximations or numerical simulations, has been found for the case of finalstate radiation, the third case illustrated in Fig. 1 . For completeness, we quote the result here [18] :
where 1 2 ≡ 0 and B (n+1,n) ≡ B n is understood. In the case of final-state interactions, z 0 ≈ 0 is the point of the initial hard scatter and z L = L is the extent of the medium. The path ordering of the interaction points, z L > z j+1 > z j > z 0 , leads to the constraint
and it is implicit in Eq. (37). If we write the 2D propagators and interference phases in Eq. (37) more explicitly, we have:
Jet quenching in the QGP, the best known application of non-Abelian energy loss in heavy ion reactions, is based on such a solution. For details, see [1] .
B. Bertsch-Gunion radiation to all orders in opacity
The first new solution that we obtain is this paper is for the case of asymptotic on-shell jets, initially considered by Bertsch and Gunion [11] and illustrated as the first case in Fig. 1 . Although it is not directly applicable to the physics situation of high-p T particle production due to the lack of hard scattering, it is a necessary step to fully solve the problem of initial-state energy loss. The absence of hard bremsstrahlung yields a simple initial condition:
The solution for the I n−1 part in the inhomogeneous term of Eq. (35) reads:
Consequently, the solution for P n (x, k) can be written in the form
In Eq. (43) we recall that, for the special case of n = 1,
It is easy to verify that our result is a solution of the master recurrence relation Eq. (35) by rewriting it in the form:
To obtain the contribution of n correlated scatterings to medium-induced gluon production we have to average over the momentum transfers q n in Eq. (43). Let (1/σ el )dσ el /d 2 q m be the differential distribution of momentum transfers at position z m . We note that the first term in Eq. (43) can be written as follows,
In Eq. (45) we are able to carry out the simplification including the n = 1 term since
The inhomogeneous term in Eq. (43) can also be simplified. For the momentum transfers q m+1 , · · · , q n the result follows from Eq. (45). For the momentum trans-
We note that the terms n = 1 and n = m can also be included in the general representation, Eq. (47), due to Eq. (46). Thus, we write the contribution of the multiple scattering centers as follows:
We note again that in Eq. (48) the products of momentum shift operators or phases and momentum shift operators are applied sequentially from the left with each operator acting on the function resulting from the previous one. The last step in writing the explicit solution is to carry out the action of the momentum shift operators in Eq. (48). The first homogeneous term can be easily simplified since
The inhomogeneous term can also be simplified as follows:
The overall normalization for the differential gluon distribution is set by the color factor, the strong coupling constant and a phase space factor that combine to produce the factor C R α s /π 2 . We note that C R signifies the color charge dependence of the gluon bremsstrahlung in the small energy loss limit ∆E rad /E ≪ 1. Similarly to the case of final state gluon bremsstrahlung, in the limit of small lightcone momentum fractions x and small transverse momenta k the result is "color trivial", retaining only the quadratic Casimirs in the adjoint representation. These enter the mean free path of the propagating jet+gluon system, indicating that only gluon rescattering is important, i.e. λ g (z i ). Putting everything together we find:
A direct comparison of this general result to the brute force calculation up to second order in opacity can be found in Appendix B. The integration limits on the separation between the multiple scattering centers were discussed in the previous section. Since in this case there is no hard scattering, the maximum separation corresponds to the physical size of the medium. More explicitly, our result reads:
We recall the convention B (n+1,n) ≡ B n . Thus, to first order in opacity the Bertsch-Gunion case of asymptotic t = −∞ to t = +∞ on-shell jets yields a gluon radiative spectrum ∝ |B 1 | 2 and no coherence effects. Note that in Eq. (52) σ el is the gluon scattering cross section.
C. Initial state radiation to all orders in opacity
For hadronic reactions where high-p T /high-E T particles/jets are detected, the relevant initial-state interactions that lead to energy loss are illustrated as the second case in Fig. (1) . The difference from the Bertsch-Gunion case is that there is always radiation associated with the hard scatter at position z L . In particular, it can be written as an initial condition in the form:
Such a term will always be present in the expansion of the amplitude and its conjugate but modulated by the color and symmetry factors associated with the preceding interactions of the parent jet with the nuclear matter. More specifically,
The contribution to the differential distribution at n th order in opacity is proportional to
The first term in Eq. (56) is exactly the same as for the case of asymptotic jets. For this, we directly use our results from the previous subsection. The second term in Eq. (56) cancels exactly at any order in opacity n ≥ 1. The proof is again related to the multinomial decomposition of zero:
The last term in Eq. (56) is the one that differentiates the case of initial-state medium-induced radiation from the case of fully on-shell jets. We represent this term as follows:
where, similar to the case of I n−1 from Eq. (34), the expression for J n can be simplified as follows:
As
The initial conditions for the iterative solution are the Bertsch-Gunion terms that come from the direct and virtual contributions:
The solution for J n can then be expressed as follows:
(e i(ω0−ωj )zj e iqj ·b − 1)
Substituting Eq. (61) in Eq. (58) and recalling the integration over the distribution of the momentum transfers from the medium, we simplify the new nonhomogeneous term in the solution for the mediuminduced bremsstrahlung:
Here, we have denoted z n+1 = z L and ω n+1,n ≡ ω 0 . With this solution for the inhomogeneous term, we can now write the solution for initial state energy loss as the sum of the Bertsch-Gunion case and the destructive interference term, note the "−" sign in Eq. (62). The net result reads:
To second order in opacity, direct comparison is made in Appendix C with the brute force calculation. For the case of initial-state energy loss, z 0 is the position where the jet enters the medium and z L is the position of the hard interaction. Writing the color current propagators and interference phases directly, we obtain:
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we carry out numerical simulations of the different radiative energy loss regimes, Eqs. (37), (51) and (63), to first order in opacity. The momentum trans-fers from the medium are given by the 2 → 2 differential scattering cross section calculated in the Born approximation using a finite range, ∼ 1/µ, Yukawa potential:
Here, C R and C T are the quadratic Casimirs of the jet and target representations and d A is the dimension of the adjoint representation. For QCD,
for gg → gg, q(q)g → q(q)g and q(q)q(q) → q(q)q(q), respectively.
The total scattering cross section σ el can be absorbed in the mean free path, λ g = 1/σ el ρ, and the normalized momentum transfer distribution from the medium is given by: 
Let us examine qualitatively the behavior of the radiative spectrum and the total lightcone momentum loss, ∆p + . For energetic jets (E jet /m q → ∞) we use "energy loss" and "lightcone momentum loss" interchangeably. The magnitude of ∆p + depends on the available phase space for the radiative gluon at large k + . For the case of Bertsch-Gunion radiation, Eq. (68), k + does not appear in the integrand. Therefore, in addition to the linear dependence on the path length L, the energy loss is proportional to the available energy. In Ref. [11] this can be seen through the flat rapidity dependence of dN g (BG)/dyd 2 k, since y = ln k + /p + . The result is qualitatively similar to bremsstrahlung energy loss in QED, see Eq. (2), and we find:
In Eq. (71) f BG (µ, Q 0 , p + ) depends on the momentum transfers from the medium, the mass scale in the monopole nucleon form-factor, Q 0 , and may have additional weak logarithmic dependence on p + via Q 2 max . The qualitative behavior of initial-state energy loss can be understood in the limit of large p + when k 2 L/k + ≪ 1. Expanding the sin(· · ·) term in Eq. (69), we find
The difference in the overall magnitude of ∆p + arises from the cancellation of part of the Bertsch-Gunion radiation through its interference with the bremsstrahlung from the hard collision. Still, in the asymptotic regime ∆E rad remains proportional to the jet energy and depends linearly on the size of the nuclear matter. This result is qualitatively and quantitatively different from the argument given in Ref. [3] for the Bertsch-Gunion case in the limit of a very large number of soft scatterings, namely that initial-state ∆E rad is independent of the energy, grows quadratically with L and is smaller than final state energy loss by a factor of three.
Final-state non-Abelian energy loss has been analyzed in detail in [18, 19] . Naively, one may expect that in the high energy regime the expansion of the sin(· · ·) term in the integrand of Eq. (70) may lead to an ∼ L 3 dependence of the radiative ∆E rad . However, when properly weighted by the available phase space for the emitted gluon, this is reduced to a quadratic dependence, at most. In addition, the extra powers of 1/k + cancel the linear dependence on the of the energy loss on E jet , leaving only a logarithmic dependence. Thus,
To study the radiative energy loss quantitatively, we have to identify the |k| scale, at which non-perturbative effects can become important. For cold nuclear matter, in the original work of Bertsch and Gunion [11] , this scale was approximated by Q 0 = m ρ ≃ 770 MeV. In generalized vector dominance models, the effective mass is bigger, Q 0 ≃ 1 GeV, due to the contribution of the heavier vector meson states. One can also understand the appearance of form-factors in a purely partonic picture. As |k| → 0, the transverse size of the radiative gluon A ⊥ = 1/k 2 exceeds the target parton size and the strength of the interaction of the jet + gluon system is limited. For cold nuclear matter 1/Q 0 ≤ 1/µ ≤ 1/Λ QCD .
We take Q 0 = m N = 0.94 GeV from the independent calculation of dynamical nuclear shadowing [9, 10] , suggestive of partonic spots of size ∼ 0.2 fm inside the nucleon. We implement this mass scale as follows:
The last term in Eq. (74) arises for heavy quarks and was discussed in [23] . In addition, at any fixed order the opacity expansion series is not a perfect square of a sum of amplitudes. Still, the integrands in Eqs. (69) and (70) can be represented as (|B 1 | 2 − correction). The requirement that the interference does not cancel differentially more than the available bremsstrahlung, induced by the medium in the absence of coherence, can be formulated as follows to any order in opacity:
Eq. (75) can also used to identify and eliminate the parts of phase space where the approximations that we made are least reliable (e.g., the part of phase space where a gluon emitted in the direction opposite to the momentum transfer from the medium). To set the kinematic limits, we require that the positive gluon energy k + ≥ Q 0 and the gluon rapidity,
be within the rapidity gap from the target to the projectile, 0 ≤ y g ≤ ln (p + proj/tar /m N ). Such kinematic constraints correspond to
We have checked that in the limit of large p + there is little or no sensitivity of the energy loss to a factor of two increase or decrease of the lower bounds in Eqs. (77) and (78).
In Fig. 5 we show numerical results for the fractional lightcone momentum loss ∆p + /p + of massless quark jets in cold nuclear matter of length L = 5 fm. For the reference Bertsch-Gunion case, Eq. (68), in the limit of large jet energies we recover ∆p + ∝ p + . We study two sets of momentum transfers and mean free paths describing cold nuclear matter: (µ 1 = 0.35 GeV, λ g, 1 = 1 fm) and (µ 2 = 0.7 GeV, λ g, 2 = 4 fm). Clearly, the energy losses for these cases differ by close to a factor of two, indicating that (µ 2 /λ g ) 1 = (µ 2 /λ g ) 2 is not a universal parameter responsible for the quenching of jets. It should be noted that for only a few scatterings in the medium with small momentum transfer ∝ µ 2 = 0.12 GeV 2 quarks can lose on the order of 30% of their energy.
The physically relevant case of initial-state energy loss, Eq. (69), is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 5 . Destructive interference effects can lead to a large six-fold reduction of the fractional energy loss ∆p + /p + for p + → ∞. Still, qualitatively the behavior is similar to that of the Bertsch-Gunion case discussed above. For medium parameters (µ 1 = 0.35 GeV 2 , λ g, 1 = 1 fm), directly relevant to phenomenology [14] , quark jets lose ∼ 5% of their energy. In contrast, for final-state energy loss, shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 , the cancellation of the radiation in the asymptotic domain is still effective, leading to ∆p + /p + → 0. Although there is a 30% difference between the two calculations, only in this regime of final-state radiation in cold nuclear matter may µ 2 /λ g be considered an approximately relevant jet quenching parameter.
Numerical results for the path length dependence of jet energy loss in the three different regimes, Eqs. (68), (69) and (70), are presented in Fig. 6 for three jet energies, E jet = 20, 100, 2000 GeV, respectively. By definition, the reference Bertsch-Gunion case without interference yields a linear dependence of ∆p + /p + on the path length L. Numerical calculations were carried out for three different path lengths, L = 2, 5, 10 fm, and power law fits were used to extract the power index n of the ∆p + ∝ L n dependence. At large p + initial-state energy loss approaches a linear behavior, n = 1, while final state energy loss shows approximately quadratic behavior, n = 2, for static nuclear matter.
Both results have important implications for heavy ion phenomenology. Let us define the nuclear modification factor,
which is used to identify dense matter effects on parton propagation. In Eq. (79), T AB is the nuclear overlap function, which relates the hadron multiplicity in the many-body collision to the corresponding cross section in p+p reactions. In A+A collisions, the quadratic dependence of final-state energy loss is reduced to linear, when Bjorken expansion is taken into account, and we predict the following suppression pattern:
In Eq. (80) N part is the total number of participants and κ AB is a microscopic coefficient, which depends on the properties of the dense latter. Initial-state energy loss, on the other hand, approaches linear dependence on the system size ∼ N part (target), which can be used to predict analytically [14] the centrality dependence of forward rapidity hadron suppression in p+A reactions [10] . Here N part (target) is the (average) number of nuclear target participants along the projectile line for a given (centrality class) impact parameter. The quantitatively different behavior of initial-state energy loss leads to the following result in p+A reactions:
Before we proceed to more differential bremsstrahlung distributions it is important to emphasize that the quadratic dependence of final-state energy loss on the size of the static medium, ∝ L 2 , does not imply that the magnitude of the energy loss itself is large. On the contrary, such dependence arises from the maximally efficient cancellation of the large x = k + /p + radiation and for the same parameters of the medium, in the limit of p + → ∞, final-state energy loss is negligible when compared to initial-state energy loss.
One can gain insight in the energy dependence of ∆p + by investigating the radiative intensity spectrum xdN g /dx, obtained by integrating the double differential distributions Eqs. (68), (70) and (69) over k and shown in Fig 7. We have chosen L = 5 fm (µ 1 = 0.35 GeV, λ g, 1 = 1 fm) and the same jet energies as in Fig. 6 . For the Bertsch-Gunion case there is an approximately flat, up to the edge of phase space constraints, dependence of the bremsstrahlung intensity on x, leading to ∆p + /p + ≈ const BG . For initial-state energy loss there is a finite cancellation of the intensity spectrum at large values of k + , which leads to a suppressed ∆p + /p + ≈ const IS . For final-state energy loss, the spectrum is progressively more suppressed by destructive interference effects that lead to a power behavior of the intensity spectrum, xdN g /dx ∝ 1/k + . Therefore, in this case, energy loss depends logarithmically on the jet energy, as first derived in [18, 19] .
The intensity spectrum, shown in Fig 7, is also important for understanding the effect of a heavy quark mass, M q , on the magnitude of the energy loss, ∆E rad . Recall that the modulation of the 2D propagators and interference phases is ∝ x 2 M 2 q , see Eq. (74) and Ref. [23] . For the bremsstrahlung intensity, which has a negligible contribution in the region of large x where the mass correction is significant, we expect that there will be no difference between ∆E rad for light and heavy quark. In contrast, if the kinematically allowed region in x = k + /p + contributes equally to the radiation intensity, as in the Bertsch-Gunion case, or the cancellation of the large x radiation is partial, as in the case of initial-state energy loss, then the dependence of ∆E rad on the heavy quark mass should remain. Numerical results for the three cases discussed in this paper are shown in Fig. 8 . We used the same choice of parameters that describe cold nuclear matter in Fig. (7) . Quark masses for light, charm, and bottom quarks have been set to:
It is seen that, for final-state energy loss in cold nuclear matter, the charm quark ∆E rad becomes comparable to the light quark ∆E rad at E jet ≈ (p + /2) = 20 GeV. For the much heavier bottom quarks, equality is reached at around 100 GeV. These results, given the crude energy binning used here to cover a very large dynamic range, 5 GeV < p + /2 < 10 6 GeV, are not inconsistent with similar findings for heavy quarks traversing a quark-gluon plasma [23] . On the other hand, for the Bertsch-Gunion case and the physically relevant case of initial-state energy loss, the mass dependence persists at any jet energy, see Fig. 8 .
The last numerical result, presented in this manuscript, is the fully differential gluon bremsstrahlung distribution dN g /dyd 2 k for select values of x = k + /p + versus the gluon transverse momentum. We have chosen Mass dependence of the fractional energy loss ∆E rad /E versus the jet energy, Ejet. We studied massless quarks, Mq = 0 GeV, charm quarks Mc = 1.3 GeV and bottom quarks M b = 4.5 GeV.
x = 0.03, 0.1 and 0.3 to cover both small and large values of the gluon lightcone momentum fraction. Two different jet energies, E jet = 100, 2000 GeV are also shown in Fig. 9 . Massless quarks were used as an example in this study. The most characteristic feature of the BertschGunion energy loss is that at large values of the momentum, |k|, the bremsstrahlung spectrum behaves ∼ 1/k 4 . Note that this behavior is different when compared to the ∼ 1/k 2 for hard bremsstrahlung. The turnover in the growth of the spectrum at small |k| is controlled by the largest of the non-perturbative scales in the problem, in our case, Q 0 . Note that there is no real difference as a function of x or E jet , as expected from Eq. (51) to first order in opacity.
At the other extreme is the final-state medium-induced differential gluon distribution, see the right bottom panel of Fig. 9 . The cancellation of the small |k| radiation of the basic Bertsch-Gunion term clearly becomes more effective at larger values of x. Given the spectrum steeply falling in |k|, this cancellation is reflected in the large x suppression seen in Fig. 7 and the qualitatively different behavior of the final-state ∆E rad when compared to QED or the Bertsch-Gunion limit. Initial-state energy loss exhibits a cancellation which, however, is limited at large values of x, see the middle bottom panel of Fig. 9 . This explains the finite reduction of the energy loss relative to the incoherent limit of the mediuminduced bremsstrahlung in QCD. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, in the framework of the reaction operator approach [18] , we derived the full solution for the medium-induced gluon bremsstrahlung for asymptotic, t = ±∞, on-shell fast partons (Bertsch-Gunion) as well as partons that undergo hard scattering (
to produce high-p T or high-E T particles and jets (physically relevant case). The double differential intensity spectrum, xdN g /dxd 2 k, was derived as an infinite opacity series: an expansion in the correlation between the sequential multiple scatterings in the medium. Our general results are suitable for further analytic approximations and/or numerical simulations.
One of the main findings of this work is that, in contrast to final-state energy loss, the cancellation of the Bertsch-Gunion radiation for initial-state ∆E rad due to the non-Abelian LPM effect is less effective. While there can be a large (in our examples six-fold) reduction of the total ∆E rad relative to the incoherent Bertsch-Gunion case, such a cancellation does not qualitatively change the path length, ∝ L, and the energy, ∝ E, dependence of the radiative energy loss. It is clearly the incoherent Bertsch-Gunion regime that sets the upper limit for the amount of energy loss induced by strongly interacting matter. Of the two cases relevant to hard probe physics, it is initial-state energy loss that by far dominates over final-state energy loss for the same medium parameters, such as the gluon mean free path, λ g , and the squared momentum transfer, µ 2 . The reason that final-state energy loss has been found to play a dominant role in A+A collisions is the large density of the QGP co-moving with the jet. Moreover, the effect of final-state ∆E rad is amplified by the steeply falling spectra of outgoing partons, ∼ 1/p n T with n ≥ 4 [1] .
This observation implies that, in a region where the flux of incoming partons is rapidly changing as a function of the p T /E T of the final-state particle/jet, the cold nuclear matter ∆E rad can lead to a significant and observable suppression of hadron production [10, 24] . Such regions of phase space in p+A and A+A reactions are the ones near the projectile rapidity. I such kinematic domains in the rest frame of the target nucleus the incoming partons are of almost asymptotically high energy. The knowledgeable reader can easily verify that for p T = 1 − 2 GeV at rapidity y = 4, a region accessible by the STAR collaboration at RHIC [7] , the incoming partons are of energy E ≥ 20 TeV. Therefore, the contribution to ∆E from final-state radiative energy loss and collisional energy loss is completely negligible. In fact, due to the rapidity boost, the incoming and outgoing parton energies are very large everywhere, except in the backward region near the target rapidity. Theoretical results, derived in this manuscript, can be used to develop a more complete and consistent pQCD phenomenology of proton-nucleus collisions [14] . Given the short time scale of dynamical cold nuclear matter effects, t col ≪ t eq ≪ L QGP T , these must also be incorporated in the description of hard processes in A+A reactions.
We also argue that a new application of cold nuclear matter-induced radiative energy loss can be related to particle production at backward rapidities. It has been established, through the measurements of the PHENIX collaboration [25] at RHIC, that the forward rapidity hadron suppression in p+A reactions is correlated with a backward rapidity enhancement. There are no models at present that can consistently account for this effect. One possibility is that such enhancement in the inclusive particle yields may arise from the induced gluon bremsstrahlung. What makes such a scenario plausible is the fact that the gluon yield, dN g /dxd 2 k, is dominated by small x radiation and the destructive LPM effect cancels the small |k| part of the induced gluon spectrum. For the final-state ∆E rad , this contribution is expected to yield an enhancement of the soft, large-angle hadrons associated with an away-side triggered jet [26] . For initialstate cold nuclear matter energy loss, this corresponds to gluons emitted preferentially in the backward rapidity (or near target rapidity) region, see Eq. (76). Since at moderate k T the power behavior of the gluon spectrum is similar to that of hard scattering, ∝ 1/k We illustrate the iteration of gluon emission amplitudes to second order in opacity and calculate the Bertsch-Gunion case for direct comparison to the general gluon emission result for soft scatterings Eq. (51). One should first recall that for the Bertsch-Gunion case
since the asymptotic on-shell quarks do not radiate without the medium-induced acceleration. For the two rank 1 classes, we apply once the direct and virtual insertion operators,D 1 from Eq. (17) andV 1 from Eq. (27) , to the incoming parton, Eq. (B1), and obtain:
We note that the results are simple since only the new color current B 1 contributes in the absence of a non-zero initial gluon amplitude.
To second order in opacity, we build upon the amplitudes from Eqs. (B2) and (B3). Some of the rank 2 classes are obtained from rank 1 through relabeling, i.e.
. The rest are readily derived from Eqs. (B2) and (B3) through our iteration scheme Eqs. (17) and (27):
With this explicit construction of the relevant classes of diagrams, we can compute the differential gluon emission up to second order in the opacity expansion.
A necessary side step in the brute force approach is the evaluation of the color factors using the techniques in Refs. [27, 28] . We denote by C R the quadratic Casimir of the representation of the incident parton. For SU(N c ), following the standard normalization for the generators we have
We recall that in our notation T c ≡ c for brevity. In the absence of interactions we have only one color matrix associated with the gluon emission vertex from a hard scatter,
with
To first order in opacity we have to consider the following color factors
To second order in opacity we have:
The traces over the color factors yield:
2 = Tr C 
Although some of the color factors, such as C
3 and C
4 , do not appear in the amplitudes listed above, these will prove useful in the calculation of the realistic case of incoming partons that undergo hard scattering to produce final-state jets.
To first order in opacity, the radiation from either quark or gluon jets reads:
In Eq. (B15), · · · denotes the average over the momentum transfers from the medium. Including the phase space factor, the strong coupling constant α s and integrating over the longitudinal position of the scattering centers we find:
Here, we recover the Bertsch-Gunion result to one scattering center [11] and show that it is equivalent to first order in opacity. One important difference between the initial-and/or final-state radiation and on-shell jets is that in the latter cases the first order in opacity does not lead to any interference/coherence effects. The first non-trivial correction to the Bertsch-Gunion result can also be directly calculated. Using the amplitudes, Eqs. (B2) -(B7), and the calculated color factors, Eqs. (B11) -(B14), we find:
The final result for the first non-trivial coherence correction reads: 
In a medium with no sharp boundaries we can extend the integration limits as follows, z(0) → −∞, z(L) → +∞. The disappearance of the interactions is guaranteed by λ g (z i ) → ∞ as ρ(z i ) → 0. Direct comparison to the full recurrence solution, Eq. (51), can now be made with consistent results, as expected.
APPENDIX C: AMPLITUDE ITERATION TECHNIQUE TO SECOND ORDER IN OPACITY FOR INITIAL-STATE RADIATION
The case of initial-state energy loss, as emphasized in the general derivation section, differs from the full Bertsch-Gunion solution by the presence of the additional hard scatter at position L. While the t = −∞ state for the incoming on-shell parton remains the same, the hard acceleration yields an additional term:
Nv(Ai 1 ···in )
In the absence of soft interactions,
The dependence of H on the sequence of interactions preceding the hard scatter is implicit on our notation. If we want to explicitly verify the general result to second order in opacity, we need to calculate only a few additional terms relative to Appendix B. The relevant amplitudes are modified as follows, 
Evaluating the additional terms, arising from the interference of the hard gluon bremsstrahlung with the multiple Bertsch-Gunion sources, and showing explicitly that the term ∝ H 2 cancels, we obtain: 
